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Cock o’the North meeting, Oliver’s Mount, Scarborough, 2013 



Date of Birth: 20th July 1991 

Lives:                     Murton, Co. Durham 

Occupation:   Construction worker  

Fitness:    Regular gym 

  sessions; cycling

   

Daley Mathison is a 22-year old with a 
difference.  

Whilst most youngsters are playing on 
computer games and just dreaming of 
becoming Pop Stars or Racing Drivers - Daley 
is out there making his own dreams come 
true. 

Nine years ago Daley started his career in 
Motorcycle Racing and with the help of a very 
supportive Dad he quickly gained respect and 
attention as an up-and-coming star of the 
future - aged just 13! 

Now, following a very successful season in 
2013 – including an impressive 5th place finish 
in his first visit to the Isle of Man at the Manx 
Grand Prix - Daley is looking forward to even 
greater achievements.  In 2014 he will be 
competing with new, high-specification 
machinery and an expanded professional 
support team capable of putting him on the 
podium and on the top step. 

 

3rd place in the Superbike Open B Race 

Cookstown 100, April 2013 
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Daley started racing in Junior Championships, which guarantees a hard and cut-throat race due to the 
do-or-die attitude of the fearless youngsters.  
 
A mature and calm nature has served him well throughout his career. His confidence and experience 
have grown through the years, along with the development and honing his of race craft and skills. 
 
Moving to Northern Ireland for 2 seasons in 2010 Daley was able to fully immerse himself in his chosen 
sport in the “Home of Real Road Racing”.  Achieving numerous notable successes he was delighted at 
being given an award in recognition of being judged to have produced “The Best Non-Irish 
Performance on the Irish Roads Series” by the Two Stroke Supporter’s Club in 2010. 

 
In his career Daley has gained the well-
deserved respect of his peers and race 
officials alike due to his natural talent 
combined with a determined attitude and a 
highly professional approach to both his 
racing and his sponsors. 
 
Daley is easy to work with and due to his 
superb communication and inter-personal 
skills is a sponsor’s dream.  Recognising the 
great importance of his sponsors Daley is 
committed to providing them with the 
maximum return on their investment.  He is 
dedicated  promoting  their products and 
interests at every opportunity at meetings, in 
his general communications and dealings and 
by regular communications and personal 
updates. 

 

At Quarterbridge, riding to a 5th place finish in the Newcomer’s A 

Race, Manx Grand Prix, August  2013 



Sponsorship Opportunities 

What’s really in it for you? 

There are of course, some exciting opportunities for your company to become involved in the fast and 

exhilarating world of Motorcycle Road Racing by becoming one of Daley's sponsors.  

Below are some of the advantages your company can benefit from: 

 - Your Company Logo on the bike and rider’s leathers (possibility of logo on rider’s helmet,  

                     gloves, boots, etc.), as well as team clothing. 

 -  Your Company Logo on racing transport and paddock awning. 

 -  Regular plugs/exposure in the website and via social networking sites. 

 -  Regular exposure via prominent placing of logos on team sponsor advertising boards and  

    on official merchandise at all meetings. 

 -  Coverage in local papers as well as motorcycle press (e.g.  Bikesport News/MCN/Road   

                      Racing Ireland, etc.). 

 -  Event entrance with hospitality for guests, to unlimited rounds of your choice.  

 -  “Behind the scenes” action at races and insight into the paddock and pits. 

 -  Rider endorsements at all press calls, interviews, etc. 

 -  Regular sponsor-oriented Newsletters throughout the season. 

 -  Regular website updates containing race results, meeting reports and photos. (The website 

    is updated after every meeting and frequently in any event.) 

 -  “Plugs" by race commentator at all events. 

 -  Use of Rider and Machine for Corporate events and promotions. 

 -  Plus the added bonus of Tax Relief through company advertising and corporate hospitality. 

All sponsors are recognised as being of paramount importance to Daley and are treated as part of the 

team. This is a unique opportunity to support and become involved in the career of a star of the future. 

Packages can be negotiated to suit all budgets. 
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DALEY MATHISON RACING 
#104 The Importance of Sponsorship 

Motorcycle racing at any level is very expensive and a majority of riders rely 
on the support they receive from sponsors in order to be able to compete.  In 
these stringent  economic times it is increasingly important that riders and 
sponsors work together to each other’s benefit.  Daley always makes a big 
effort to build and maintain a strong working relationship with his sponsors 
and has been successful in bringing on-board significant new sponsors.   
Daley is committed to working with all his sponsors to give them maximum 
publicity and exposure so that they get real value for money from the 
relationship. 

Sponsors will benefit from Daley’s increasing status, publicity and exposure 

as he competes in major international as well as national race meetings.  He 

continues to be successful in gaining significant media exposure.  For 

example, in 2013 Daley was invited on several occasions to give  interviews  

on live radio by BIKERfm, the UK’s foremost biker-oriented online radio 

station.  In the interviews, lasting nearly an hour, Daley made a point of 

mentioning each of his sponsors by name and thanking them for their 

support. 

In a second example, Daley took part in a 3-week sponsored  “Sunshine 

Superbike” event in South Africa in  2013 at the personal invitation of 7-times 

TT winner Mick Grant.  This high-profile event gave Daley’s sponsors 

exposure to a very wide and relevant audience. 

BIKERfm flyer, 2013 

Road Racing Ireland , March 2013 

Throughout the 2013 season Daley has also featured in articles in Road 

Racing Ireland, in TV coverage (e.g. Manx Grand Prix), DVD releases (e.g. 

Gold Cup, Scarborough) as well as in local newspapers. 

Motorcycle Road Racing differs from most other motorsports in that spectator 

access to the paddock areas is allowed and encouraged.  This provides sponsors with an exceptional 

additional opportunity for highly-targeted promotion of their products and services; not least at the TT. 
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Sponsors Already Involved for 2014: 



DALEY MATHISON RACING 

#104 Media Coverage 

http://daleymathison.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/text-of-published-article1.pdf
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Testimonials  
To whom it may concern 

Re: Daley Mathison Racing 

As a motorcycle race fan for over 20 years I have worked as a professional photographer and journalist at both road and 

short circuit meetings for the last five seasons.  I have been very pleased to be associated with Daley Mathison since first 

meeting him at Scarborough’s Oliver's Mount five years ago.  

After a chance encounter his self-belief and determination to succeed in the sport were clear even at just 17!  Having 

learnt his race craft on the smaller 125cc machines his ambitions even at that young age were totally focussed.  A career 

around the pure road racing scene was the path he craved and so he relocated to Northern Ireland for two years to 

compete in the highly competitive road race events there.  Now much more experienced he has moved away from the 

smaller bikes.  This though is a measured decision as the future of road racing lies within the 1000/600cc four-stroke 

classes.  A close team has developed over the years with the professionalism and enthusiasm which is needed to 

succeed.  The team now has the experience and infrastructure to compete at the highest level, with Daley ever focussed 

on guiding the team. 

I've always been happy to see and chat with Daley at meetings; and this is a character trait that is so unusual to find.  But 

Daley has a maturity beyond his years and we are sure that he can progress right to the pinnacle of his chosen sport over 

the next few seasons with the support of an ever growing number of fans and sponsors. 

I am sure the future will bring even more success and we are glad to be a part of a future star.   

Simon Charity & Cheryl Chapman 

www.simonsracepics.co.uk 

June 2013 

 

 For the past 2 seasons we have sponsored Daley and without doubt he provides an excellent return for our product.  As a 

Product within the industry, establishment of the brand is built on promotion, so a name on a belly pan isn’t worth much to 

us.  Daley is pro-active in sharing our product within his social media sites and provides excellent images and reports on 

his success throughout each season. This is what we need; we are very pleased. 

 

James East,  March 2013 

james.east@racebikebitz.com 

Racebikebitz@SamcoDistribution 
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Following an approach by Daley to OSX towards the end of 2012, a decision was made to supply him with our Dakota race 

gloves and a suit for the  following season.  The gloves were supplied in time for his visit to South Africa and it became 

apparent that we would benefit from our sponsorship of Daley when photographs appeared in the motorcycle press and 

social media sites clearly showing our logos on the bike and the gloves being used. Feedback from Daley also indicated that 

he was happy with the quality of the gloves and was looking forward to getting the suit which was going to be made to his 

exact specification. 

Following Daley's accident and subsequent hand injury at the Tandragee meeting in May, OSX were keen to know exactly 

how the gloves had performed in a real-life situation. The fact that Daley immediately asked for another pair because the 

others had been cut off by the medical staff spoke volumes.   His racing leather suit arrived in time for the restart to his 

racing in July and due to his strong performances, particularly at the Manx Grand Prix, OSX gained a great deal of publicity 

for the remainder of the season. 

At all times Daley has been a pleasure to work with, a fact that other sponsors have mentioned to me in conversation. In 

addition to the photographs in the press and social media, OSX have been mentioned in radio interviews and newsletters. 

Our plans for 2014 are yet to be finalised but I hope that our sponsorship can continue and that feedback from Daley can 

help develop both our brand and the planned new design of suits.   Daley is obviously a very talented young rider who 

doesn't take any sponsorship for granted and I sincerely hope that he has a great future ahead of him. 

Ian Webb   (OSX Leathers and Biker Fashion),  November 2013 

 HEL Performance have been very fortunate to sponsor Daley over the seasons.  He is a great ambassador for both the 

sport and our products and he offers us a high level of feedback on their use in the most demanding of 

circumstances.  Daley looks after his sponsors with regular and informed communications which offer sound-bites and 

images to use in social media, advertising campaigns and promotions. 

He is a consummate professional.   Respected in and out of the paddock he continues to produce excellent results on the 

road.  His dedication and commitment to both racing and his sponsors is second to none, and this is very refreshing in the 

current economic climate.   Providing a serious return on investment for all that are involved with him, each year he 

continues to just get better and better.  Many people use phrases such as “one to watch” or “one for the future” – Daley isn’t 

that; he is “one for the now“.  Everyone involved with Daley Mathison Racing has been so impressed – Get along for the 

ride. 

Simon Lane,  HEL Performance Products 

November 2013 

 

Testimonials (contd.)  

http://www.osxbikerfashion.co.uk/
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2014 Race Schedule 

2014 Race Machinery •  2014 Suzuki GSX-R1000 with full Superbike specification. 

•  2013 Suzuki GSX-R600 with full race-tuned engine. 

                                    April 

Scarborough, Spring Cup – 13th April 

Cookstown 100 – 25, 26 April 

                                    May 

International North West 200 – 13, 15, 17 May 

Isle of Man TT Practice  Week – 24 to 30 May 

                                   June 

Isle of Man TT Race Week – 31 May to 6 June 

                                   July 

Southern 100 – 7 to10 July 

Scarborough Cock o’the North – 19, 20 July 

Armoy Road Races – 25, 26 July 

                                August 

International Ulster Grand Prix – 13, 14, 16 August 

                             September 

Scarborough, Gold Cup – 13, 14 September 

                               October 

Darley Moor, Stars at Darley – 11, 12 October 

                             November 

Macau Grand Prix – 20 to 23 November 

 

Plus: 

Michelin Power Cup (non-clashing events) 

Thundersport GB (non-clashing events) 

Testing, Spain (TBC) 
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Contact Us 

To discuss this exciting opportunity further, please send an e-mail to the 

address below providing details on how we may contact you. 

 

 E-mail: ddmracing@hotmail.co.uk 

 

Or alternatively you can write to or call the team: 

  Daley Mathison Racing, 

  6 North View, 

  Murton, 

  Co. Durham,  

  SR7 9PF 

Rider: Daley Mathison - Mobile: 07853 335991 

 

Website:     www.daleymathisonracing.co.uk 

Facebook:  www.facebook.com/DaleyMathisonRacing 

 
All sponsors are kept fully informed of Daley’s progress via the website, which is updated with 

news, events and results very regularly (even out of season), regular direct copies of in-season 

Sponsors’ Newsletters and the social media. 
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Making his TT debut in 2014 will be a 

dream come true and Daley is aware of the 

difficult task ahead, but is approaching the 

event with a mature head and is confident 

in his ability to return some very good 

results.   

Having ridden with great success with an 

impressive 5th place finish in the 

Newcomer’s A race in the Manx GP in 2013 

- and with a best average lap speed in 

excess of 113mph - Daley has had an 

excellent preparation for the TT in 2014.  

Preparations are now at an advanced stage 

to provide Daley with excellent, full-

specification, Superbike and Supersport 

machinery on which to compete in 2014. 

The Isle of Man Tourist Trophy Races, or TT for short, represent the ultimate challenge for any motorcycle 

road racer.  Starting back in 1907 the Isle of Man Government allows 37.73 miles of its major road system 

to be closed during a two-week period in May/June every year to allow the worlds best “Road Racers” to 

compete. With top speeds of over 190mph and average lap speeds now exceeding 130mph the TT Races 

attract over 40,000 race fans from all over the world and are rapidly gaining increasingly wide media 

coverage via television and live internet links. 

 

2014 Season – looking forward 

 

Overall, in 2014 the Race Schedule is very full and comprises Irish and English roads as well as the TT. 

Additional non-clashing circuit racing will be included and the Macau Grand Prix is to be confirmed. 

 

Powering through Laurel Bank on the Hol-Taj Suzuki GSX-R600  to a 5th 

place finish during the Newcomer’s A Race at the Manx Grand Prix, 2013 
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2013 Season Review 

Daley was unable to compete at the TT as planned due to an injury sustained at the Tandragee 100 

Races.   However, he subsequently entered into two classes at the Manx Grand Prix in August and an 

additional meeting at Armoy.  The Manx GP included the Senior Race (which was unfortunately 

cancelled due to bad weather), and the Newcomer’s A Race where he rode the standard-engined Hol-

Taj Suzuki GSX-R600 to an impressive 5th position finish at a best average lap speed of over 113mph. 

Competing on a variety of machinery Daley 

achieved some excellent results throughout the 

2013 season.  For example:  ● a 3rd place in the 

Superbike Open B Race at the Cookstown 100 

on a Honda Fireblade; ● a 5th place in the Cock 

o’the North feature race at Scarborough, also on 

the Honda; ● a 4th position at the Armoy Road 

Races on a Honda 125cc machine; ● a 5th place 

in the Newcomer’s A race at the Manx Grand Prix 

on the Hol-Taj Suzuki GSX-R600;  ● a 3rd place in 

qualification to line up on the starting grid 

alongside Guy Martin, Bruce Anstey and Dean 

Harrison on the Honda Fireblade for the Darren 

Lindsay Trophy Race at the Gold Cup Race at 

Scarborough (where he finished in 6th place);  ● 

qualifying in pole position in wet conditions for the 

Formula 600 Race at Darley Moor’s Stars at 

Darley, to finish the race 1st on the road but finally 

in 2nd position due to a 10s jump start penalty. On the Honda Fireblade  at the Cookstown 100 Races, 2013 
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2012 Season Review 

  

  

A difficult season overall. After some 

outstanding results during the 2010 

and 2011 seasons, and based in 

Northern Ireland, Daley was not able 

to secure sufficient support to fund a 

third full season’s racing.  That left 

him with no choice other than to take 

some time out to save up and buy 

new machinery.  

During the season Daley did take part 

in a few events at Oliver's Mount, 

Scarborough, where both times he 

proved he still had what it takes to run 

at the top.  He was delighted to 

achieve a 2nd and 3rd place in April 

and a 2nd place in July on his Honda 

RS125. 

Daley then purchased a 2011 Honda CBR1000RR Fireblade which he competed on in the 

Superstock 1000 class at the remaining Scarborough races (on 15th & 16th September). These races 

were classed as a test so as to build the best possible setup for Daley to compete on in the 2013 

season which, taken alongside a newly-sponsored Hol-Taj Suzuki GSX-R600 (for 2013), provided  

competitive machinery capable of returning excellent results. 

2011 Honda CBR1000RR 
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2011 Season Review 

After a very successful 2010 season there were high hopes for 2011.  In his second season based in 

Ireland - and riding for D&G Wray Racing - at the first meeting at Oliver's Mount, Scarborough, Daley 

proved his potential by finishing 3rd behind veterans Ian Lougher and Chris Palmer in the 125cc Race. 

  

  

Cookstown 100 125cc Race 2011 – 

On the podium in 2nd place with 

Nigel Moore and William Dunlop 

At the Cookstown 100 meeting Daley finished in a highly creditable 

second place in the 125cc Irish Championship Race, having qualified for 

the race in pole position.  Later, taking a 6th place finish in the 250cc 

Race, followed by a 5th place in the Open B Race, Daley demonstrated 

that his abilities extend across the classes.  

Bush Road Races 250cc Race 2011 

– On the podium in 3rd place with 

Wayne Hamilton and Darren Burns 

Daley started his debut visit to the 

Tandragee 100 Races in an impressive 2nd 

position in the Irish Championship.  

Unfortunately, problems with a deflated tyre 

left him in 6th place in the 125cc Race.  In 

the 250cc class Daley finished 5th and in 

the Open Superbike Race, 15th. 

The Bush Road Races returned some 

mixed results.  After suffering a seized 

engine in the 125cc Race Daley was delighted to achieve another podium 

finish by taking 3rd place in the 250cc race. 

Overall, a very successful season indeed in the “Home of Real Road 

Racing” with some very impressive results which included several podium 

finishes alongside racers of international status and reputation. 
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Having decided to concentrate on roads-based racing for 2010 

Daley took the decision to move to Northern Ireland and, riding for 

D&G Wray Racing, to base himself where the majority of his races 

would take place. The first year would be spent learning the 

complex and exhilarating Irish “Closed Public Roads” race circuits. 

The “Roads” based circuits in Ireland vary massively from compact 

village circuits to the ultra-fast 7 mile Dundrod circuit, where 

average speeds exceed 130mph!   All on public highways! 

  

2010 Season Review 

International Ulster Grand Prix 2010  – Daley 

battles with Davy Morgan for 4th place in the 

250cc Race 

Daley was very proud to be 

awarded the James Crumpton 

Memorial Trophy in 2010; 

given by the “2-Stroke 

Supporters Club” for the “Best 

Non-Irish Performance on the 

Irish Roads Series”. 

A full season of racing in the Irish 

National Championships, plus trips back 

over to the mainland for meetings at the familiar tracks of Oliver’s Mount 

Scarborough, Aberdare Park and Darley Moor followed.  After debuting in 

2009, the International Ulster Grand Prix would fill a busy year for the 

confident young racer. 

  As the year progressed Daley began to return some outstanding results.   The 

season’s highlights were a hard-fought 4th place at the Bush Road Races on 

the D&G Wray Racing Honda 250.  Plus a fabulous 4th place in the 

International Ulster Grand Prix 250cc Race where he would finish in front of 

the vastly experienced Davy Morgan in a high-quality field of international 

racers. The battle was featured heavily in the BBC’s extensive coverage of the 

event, giving great media exposure to the relative newcomer to Road Racing. 

2010 was an excellent season for Daley, who learned very quickly.  He was 

soon riding competitively at the highest levels alongside the sport’s best and 

most experienced riders. 
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The Team 

As with many sports, the motorsports arena is one 

of fierce competition and pressure.  It’s crucial that 

the team and rider are a close-knit, professional 

group who understand and have total trust in each 

other’s ability and commitment. 

 

Daley, his mechanics and rider support team have 

developed a working relationship second to none.  

Indeed Daley has very much grown up with the 

team’s support around him in his racing career. 

 

For the 2014 season Daley is delighted to 

welcome to the team a professional mechanic with 

many years of experience in motorsports racing.  

Combined with a new full-specification Superbike  

and upgraded Supersport machinery, Daley is 

confident of returning some top-class results this 

season on bikes capable of putting him on the 

podium and on the top step. 

Michelin corporate day, 2013 

“Sunshine Superbike” event at Kyalami Circuit, 

South Africa, 2013 
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“Thank You” 

From all of the team for 

taking the time to read 

Daley’s portfolio.  We 

hope to hear from you 

soon and look forward to 

the prospect of working 

with you in 2014. 

 

Daley Mathison Racing 

Team 
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To discuss this exciting opportunity further, please send an e-mail to the 

address below providing details on how we may contact you. 

 

 E-mail: ddmracing@hotmail.co.uk 

 

Or alternatively you can write to or call the team: 

  Daley Mathison Racing, 

  6 North View, 

  Murton, 

  Co. Durham,  

  SR7 9PF 

Rider: Daley Mathison - Mobile: 07853 335991 

 

Website:     www.daleymathisonracing.co.uk 

Facebook:  www.facebook.com/DaleyMathisonRacing 

 
All sponsors are kept fully informed of Daley’s progress via the website, which is updated with 

news, events and results very regularly (even out of season), regular direct copies of in-season 

Sponsors’ Newsletters and the social media. 

 

Contact Us 


